Dose-response modeling in reproductive toxicology in the systems biology era.
Systems biology approaches for modeling cellular signaling networks affected by chemical exposures should soon produce integrated methodologies capable of predicting dose-response relationships for developmental toxicants and for other toxic responses. This paper outlines an emerging strategy for systems biology approaches in dose-response modeling. Genome-wide functional screens, bioinformatic tools, and network mapping technologies together can provide directed graph representations of the cellular signaling networks. The graphical representations can be converted into mathematical models that permit predicting the shapes of dose-response curves for altered cell signaling by test compounds during development. Systems biology approaches require interdisciplinary teams with expertise in reproduction, cell biology, signal transduction, mathematical/biomedical modeling, and risk assessment. In addition to outlining a systems approach for dose-response research, this paper discusses initial stages of application of this strategy to examine inhibition of steroidogenesis in testes by phthalate esters.